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The presence of dissolved oxygen in boiler feedwater and steam generating systems can present serious problems in a steam generating plant by promoting corrosion and thick scale formation in the feedwater system, the boiler and the steam condensate system. Therefore, it is important to remove oxygen from the feedwater and also from the condensate where in-leakage can occur. The first step in the elimination of oxygen from the boiler feedwater is mechanical deaeration. The second step involves chemical oxygen scavenging to remove the residual oxygen. For many years, sodium sulfite and hydrazine were the chemical oxygen scavengers of choice. However, sodium sulfite contributes solids to the boiler water and hydrazine was found to be extremely toxic.

Hydrazine is generally used as an oxygen scavenger and corrosion inhibitor for corrosion control in steam generating systems. Although hydrazine is very effective in this application, it is a genotoxic carcinogen. The use of alternative chemicals such as nontoxic corrosion inhibitors, oxygen scavengers or new oxygen scavenger-free water treatment technologies is highly recommended. A new amine based vapor phase corrosion inhibitor has been developed and was investigated as an alternative to hydrazine. Long term corrosion tests in the hot steam generating closed loop system showed that the corrosion rate decreased from 8.2-8.9 mpy for the control sample to 0.72-0.74 mpy when the loop was washed with a 500 ppm VCI solution. The closed loop system was subsequently maintained at ~ 100 ppm inhibitor for the remainder of testing. When inhibitor was added from the beginning of the test, average corrosion rate was measured to be 1.09-1.24 mpy for a test conducted in the presence of 100 ppm VCI inhibitor. High resolution XPS analysis showed that the amine based vapor phase corrosion inhibitor promoted and stabilized a very protective Fe3O4, magnetite oxide, on internal surfaces of pipes to lower corrosion rate significantly.

This investigation confirmed that this new vapor phase corrosion inhibitor can be an effective replacement for the toxic hydrazine for steel materials exposed to hot steam/hot environments. The major advantage of this new VCI is its very low toxicity that makes it safe and easy to handle in typical application systems.
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| WHERE:       | CSUN – University Student Union  
|             | East Conference Center-Pasadena Room |
| TIME:       | 6:30pm – Social (snacks & refreshments will be provided)  
|             | 7:00pm – Presentation |
| WHEN:       | Thursday, November 16th, 2017 |
| COST:       | FREE-Donations requested to cover food cost |
| QUESTIONS:  | Ray Engelhardt  
|             | erp@socal.rr.com  
|             | 661-644-1029 |

We thank our Sustaining Members and Corporate Sponsors for their support of the 2017/2018 Season.
Specific Directions to the Pasadena room. Enclosed map required.

1) Enter campus from Zelzah on Prairie Street.
2) Purchase parking pass at Booth #3 (If closed the automated teller must be used.)
3) Turn right on Matador Drive (North) pass the athletic field.
4) Turn right in Lot G4. (An automated parking pass teller is in the far north west corner of the lot. It is past the pathway in the far corner, as far as possible in the top left corner of the lot as depicted on the map)
5) You must get to the opposite side of the Student Recreation Center SRC on map.
6) Walk south and around the SRC to the main pathway of the USU plaza. The location is in zone F4.
7) Now use the more detailed University Student Union map.
8) The East Conference Center is next to the Student Recreation Center.
9) The meeting room is on the 2nd floor.
10) If you become lost, call my cell phone 661-644-1029 and provide your grid position.